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Between dreams and reality, my work as a Photographic Artist begins.
Since the advent of new media, the collective imagination has become visually perceptible.

This is why I started to photograph a world that brings together fiction 
and reality.

I deeply believe that when you give enough space and pay enough 
attention to what you want it comes to life in the present.

We understand then how the future that is imaginary becomes 
reality. “To live with the world is to live with the image we 
have of it.”

To picture the worldis an art.
The art of peace is a philosophy and the means show us 
how lucky we are to be able to speak to the greatest 
number.

Come with me, 
Come with me to discover this 
freedom to travel in these fantastic 
worlds.

Charles Hamonnais
Photographer / Plasticien Artist

BiographyBiography

Born in 1985, in Paris, in a family of  artisan. Charles Hamonnais was immediately immersed in a world that Born in 1985, in Paris, in a family of  artisan. Charles Hamonnais was immediately immersed in a world that 
combines art and knowledge. combines art and knowledge. 

At the age of  18, he had the personal revelation that the discovery would not be made in the classical sciences but in At the age of  18, he had the personal revelation that the discovery would not be made in the classical sciences but in 
the sciences of  perception.the sciences of  perception.
And it was at this age that he began to photograph the strange phenomena that presented themselves to him And it was at this age that he began to photograph the strange phenomena that presented themselves to him 
as magical moments. as magical moments. 

He then began to search for a new visual dimension that could make visible a world that brings together reality, He then began to search for a new visual dimension that could make visible a world that brings together reality, 
harmony and fiction: harmony and fiction: 

Reality for the acceptation of  the present, Reality for the acceptation of  the present, 
Harmony to make the link and lay the foundations for the birth of  Harmony to make the link and lay the foundations for the birth of  
A future that is still Fictional and that will necessarily include aspects of  our most beautiful dreams. A future that is still Fictional and that will necessarily include aspects of  our most beautiful dreams. 

« Because, in the end, if  we can photograph a dream, does it still remain a dream ! »  « Because, in the end, if  we can photograph a dream, does it still remain a dream ! »  

Each theme approached by Charles Hamonnais raises a different interest in the viewer since: Each theme approached by Charles Hamonnais raises a different interest in the viewer since: 
« To live with the world, is to live with the image we have of  it ». « To live with the world, is to live with the image we have of  it ». 
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Biography

The concept of  luminescent plant was born from the imagination of  Sophie Hombert, founder of  Aglaé.

Graduating from the Beaux-Arts de Rennes in 2014, the designer conducts research on the useful role of  plant and is 
interested in the phenomena of  light as a new attribute. 
The same year, she writes a thesis entitled «Plant Domestication» which will be published by European University Edi-
tions (EUA).

She then works for design agencies, first in England and then in Lille.In 2016, she decides to create the start-up 
«Aglaé», based on an innovative technology of  plant luminescence and which she is now the inventor. In parallel since 
2018, she becomes a lecturer and teaches design thinking as a new issue in business schools. 

Charles Hamonnais 

Photographic Series : Life Source Of  Light

It is common to think that the evocation of  the internal light of  a living being is a metaphor.

However, Design Aglaé has taken the metaphor literally to design a serum that allows flowers to 
emerge with an unsuspected light.

I had the privilege of  photographing this incredible light that comes from inside the vegetable world.

To be granted access to this visual dimension of  nature, to discover the composition of  each flower 
in a different way: what a wonderful exploration !

Each flower reveals its character, sometimes animal, sometimes explosive, in a complete delicacy.

It is through these moments spent in the presence of  each species that I saw how 
the light of  each flower is revealed in the night.

Because it is only when it is dark that the light shines.

The Vegetal Luminescence

At the frontier between Art and Science, this unique concept imagined by 
Aglaé, sublimates the beauty of  plants thanks to an eco-designed serum from its research laboratory.
Which is absorbed by capillary action via the root system of  plants, in order to mark their veins, 
without any genetic modification. 
The invention unveils a new aesthetic, visible under black light (UV LED).
And also defends ecological values, with the ultimate goal of  being able to light the cities of  tomorrow... 
by the light of  trees, without any source of  electric lighting.
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+33 6 03 06 18 29 
contact@design-aglae.com

Art Work in Limited Edition 
 

Finishes provided :      

Print on fine art photo paper
 

Mounting on Dibond

Frame (Art frame with passepartout)

Anti-reflective glass

Floating frame


